
Report by Andrew Dean

A gentle northerly breeze greeted the 9 strong fleet at Injebreck reservoir, with a few absences of the

young hot shots, away training and competing. A few stronger gusts came through to liven things up

before the start, but during the race the wind fell away. The fleet of 9 boats launched consisting of

one each RS Aero7, RS Tera Pro, Finn, Devoti D-Zero, Gull, Laser Standard rig, and 3 Laser Radial rigs.

The course for the first race was 6, 5, and 1 to give a beat, a little in the way of reaching with the

wind across the boats, and a long run with marks to be left to starboard (right). There was some

congestion at the first mark but all was sorted out amicably. The leading bunch slipped through

leaving work to do for those caught in the melee. A group consisting of Dave Batchelor (A7), Ralph

Kee (Laser S), Jerry Colman (Finn) and Andrew Dean (Laser R) managed to creep away from the rest

of the fleet, who were becalmed at the last mark. After the handicaps were worked out Andrew was

the winner by 25 seconds ahead of Ralph, then Dave and Jerry. Young Thomas Watterson in the Tera

Pro had a 5th in his 2 laps, and the becalmed bunch completed the 3-lap race with Simon Pressley

(Laser R), James Penn (Laser R), Stu Brew (D Zero) and Jim (Gull) completing the results.

In between races the wind reversed direction so the course was 1, 4 and S with marks to port (left).

Stu strayed a little too close to the bank needing a rapid lift of his dagger plate to continue, and the

wind was light and flukey. Approaching the finish Simon had crept away to secure first over the line

and first on handicap, then four boats finished within 4 seconds. The results continued with Andrew

2nd, Ralph 3rd, James 4th, Dave 5th followed by Jerry, Stu, Tom and Jim.

With one weekend to go Ralph leads the series ahead of Simon, Dave and Andrew. If both races are

sailed next week, discards may have an interesting effect on the series results.

Thanks to Keith Poole for race officer duty, and the Patrol boat crew of Helen Kee and James Bishop.

Thanks also are due to sponsors Watling Streetworks, supporting sailing in our lovely island.


